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NOTES

ACROSS

1 S
 an Fran, USA led at disrupting source of
tremors (3, 7, 5)
9 Delaware half triumphant about being
sumptuous (2, 4)
10 Internally weak, I'm bodybuilding with
hands on hips (6)
11 City in northern Argentina returns to the
world map (5)
12 Kermit, possibly, omitted to pamper young
dog (3)
13 Worn out by bishop, timer is broken (5)
16 Provide staff with water in Spain and here
in Central America (7)
18 Ape most of bloody everything I back (7)
20 Debate starts second after field event (7)
21 Hear entirely the third letter of the papacy
(4, 3)
23 Victor at Plassey is malevolent about
retreat (5)
25 Take the waters here in the midst of
despair (3)
26 A Glaswegian tie (5)
30 Administrator of World Heritage sites upset
us once (6)
31 Creative works in Parisian gallery without
large addition of energy (6)
32 Disorganised starship, it's cosy for those
concerned with celestial bodies (15)

DOWN

2 A
 rchipelago in USA and East, I'll reposition
(8, 7)
3 M
 assage a pair around this Caribbean island
(5)
4 W
 rongly sued for fees (4)
5 F
 our confused about bullock backing in,
could find Moses in here (6)
6 I nfluence twists up (4)
7 E
 xcuse improvisation without second
intelligence (5)
8 W
 hip called to barmier politician (7, 8)
14 M
 aximum symmetry and homely inside (5)
15 T
 o fight about cure for wrinkles (5)
17 C
 urve by which jerk leaves the frozen north
(3)
19 We hear intravenous drip is for climber (3)
22 H
 ard to control a sense of compassion
after being at university (6)
24 E
 ye shade for counsellor is commercial-free
(5)
27 A
 rabian's first sports car maker (5)
28 C
 eremony for half the French firemen (4)
29 U
 S soldier's body odour returned in this
desert (4)
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